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INTELLIGENT FUEL MANAGEMENT
Fuel theft, fraud and abuse have a huge 
impact on the profit margins of Fleet 
Operators, and in some instances have 
resulted in companies having to close their 
doors.

The market is flooded with various anti-
syphoning devices, alleged smart cards
and “theft or fraud” proof electronic fuel
dispensing systems. While some of these
products have contributed to reducing
fuel theft or fraud, they have done little
to prevent this practice from continuing.
Based on analyses done by us, as
well as various high profile fuel fraud
investigations, there is an indication that
fuel theft or fraud is on the increase.

Intelligent Fuel Management is a
unique Fuel Management System,
which has made a huge impact on the
market.

Top transport companies and vehicle
fleet owners have outsourced their fuel
management to us - where every single
fuel transaction is managed on a daily
basis through our Bureau Centre using
the Fuel Manager system.

Intelligent Fuel Management has the
following unique features:
Ÿ Colour coded warning indicators such 

as;
       - Excessive fuel consumption.
       - Low fuel consumption.
       - Suspect low odometer reading.

       - Suspect high odometer reading.
       - Static odometer readings.
       - Tank capacity exceeded.
       - Weekend refuel.
       - Suspect registration number.
       - Suspect consumption orms.
       - Out of boundary fuel stations
Ÿ Daily fuel alerts are generated via e-

mail and cover the above and any other 
fuel related discrepancy. The alerts 
contain detailed information of the 
discrepancy. It is then sent to a 
designated person within the company, 
as well as to the fuel station where the 
potential abuse took place. Oil 
companies, banks and third party 
representatives are also copied on all 
alerts resulting in a collective effort to 
address the alert issued.

Ÿ The biggest attribute of our system  is 
its ability to determine potential  
fraud, theft or abuse with an above 
90% accuracy - highlighting the  date, 
time and location of the potential fraud, 
theft or abuse. Our system then 
quantifies the potential losses incurred 
in litre and rand value.

These features have changed the mind set 
of fleet operators who now look at fuel 
consumption in a  very different light. 
Instead of looking at fuel consumption 
figures resulting in some fleet operators 
justifying the excessive consumption, our 
system enables them to now look at 
rands and cents, which have a direct 
impact on the bottom line.
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Bureau Centre
Outsourcing your fuel management to 
Avis Fleet, ensures that your fuel is 
managed on a daily basis, per transaction, 
in a consolidated database. This means 
that we can accommodate various 
different sources of fuel data from different 
service providers and manage it in a single 
database.

The Bureau offers the 
following;

Ÿ Electronic import and editing of data 
to ensure accurate fuel  consumption 
calculations.

Ÿ Daily detailed fuel related alerts.
Ÿ An audit trail - keeping record of all 

editing and e-mails sent.
Ÿ Weekly fuel usage reports which  

include various reports, supported by 
graphs, including a summary usage, 
actual vs normal comparison, CPK, top 
15 potential losses and various other 
management reports. 

Ÿ A month end report pack including 
detail such as:

        - a fuel summary report
       - top 15 loss report
       - detailed reporting per vehicle
       - detailed reporting top 15,
       - including actual vs norm,
       - CPK, litre and rand loss graphs,
       - usage per cost centre,
       - usage per vehicle make,
       - usage per fuel station.
Ÿ Reports are e-mailed to the designated 

recipients and an overview of the 
account is given, including potential % 
loss, individual suspect vehicles and 
suspect transactions.

Cost Saving
The efficiency of our Bureau Service is 
measured in the cost savings achieved on 
a monthly basis. Collectively we have 
saved our Bureau clients millions of Rands 
on their fuel bill. Various cost saving case 
studies will be shared with you during a 
formal presentation with contactable 
references. 

Afford Avis Fleet the opportunity to 
manage the single most important 
variable cost factor in your fleet, to assist 
you in reaping the benefits of a profitable 
business.


